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SIZE OF DUST VOIDS AS A FUNCTION OF THE POWER INPUTIN DUSTY PLASMAV. N. Tsytovih *Prokhorov General Physis Institute of Russian Aademy of Sienes117942, Mosow, RussiaS. V. Vladimirov **Shool of Physis, The University of Sydney2006, New South Wales, AustraliaG. E. Mor�llMax-Plank Institut für Extraterrestrishe Physik85740, Garhing, GermanySubmitted 20 Deember 2005A dust void is a dust-free region in dusty plasma. Theory demonstrates that the void results from the balane ofthe eletrostati and plasma (suh as the ion drag) fores ating on a dust partile. In dusty plasma experiments,physial properties of the void show lear dependene on the power input into the plasma (in partiular, its sizeinreases with the inrease of the applied power). Here, the theory and numerial results are presented for suha dependene.PACS: 52.27.Lw, 52.25.Vy, 52.35.Fp, 52.40.Hf1. INTRODUCTIONNumerous experiments demonstrate that a om-monly observed property of a omplex (dusty) plasmais the formation of strutured dust/dust-free regions[1�7℄. Aording to the urrent physial understand-ing, the dust-free regions, alled dust voids, appear ina dusty plasma as a result of the eletrostati fore andthe drag fore ating on dust partiles, the latter beingdue to the plasma ions �owing to the dust [3; 8�11℄. Thereason for the ion drift is the enhaned plasma ioniza-tion in the dust void region as ompared to the regionoupied by dust, beause the latter ats as an e�etivesink of plasma partiles. In general, the ion momentumbalane in the void (i.e., in the dust-free region) is de-termined by the eletri fore, the ion pressure fore,and the frition fore of plasma ions with neutral gasatoms. It was shown theoretially [8�11℄ that a dustvoid an indeed be formed as a result of the fore bal-*E-mail: tsytov�lpi.ru**E-mail:S.Vladimirov�physis.usyd.edu.au;http://www.physis.usyd.edu.au/�vladimi

ane in a dusty plasma. Suh voids are usually globallystable for disturbanes perpendiular to the void's edge.The void's boundary appears in experiments asa sharp interfae where the dust density abruptlyhanges. The sharpness of the boundary was theo-retially explained in Refs. [8; 9; 11℄ for various phys-ial situations. Usually, dissipative proesses tend tosmooth a disontinuity (e.g., in hydrodynamis), butin a dusty plasma, the dust density disontinuity is it-self reated by dissipative proesses related to plasmaabsorption by dust grains. It was obtained that theseproesses not only fail to smooth the void's boundariesbut, on the ontrary, reate them. In Refs. [8, 9℄, thetheory of dust voids was proposed for the two limitingases where the ion frition on the neutral gas atomsis assumed to be small [8℄ and in the ase where theion-neutral frition is dominating [9℄. The �ollision-less� void appears when its size is muh less than theion-neutral mean free path; in the opposite ase, thevoid is �ollision-dominated� [1℄.The dust void strutures were also investigatedin [11℄ in the ase where the ion di�usion in the neu-378



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 2, 2006 Size of dust voids as a funtion of the power input : : :tral gas atoms plays an important role. It was demon-strated that this dissipative proess not only allows theexistene of dust voids (i.e., the absene of dust grainsin the void region) with sharp boundaries but an alsoreate new types of (shok-like) disontinuities insidethe dust struture.The ionization soure assumed in Refs. [8�11℄ washomogeneous and proportional to the plasma eletrondensity (as observed in experiments). It was demon-strated that the presene of the plasma ionization sup-ported by an external power input into the plasma isruially important for the theory of voids beause theionization soure reates the ions �owing to the boun-dary, thus supporting the void.It was experimentally observed [2; 3; 5�7℄, that har-ateristis of the void hange with hanging plasma pa-rameters suh as the input power and/or the gas pres-sure. Typially, the size of the void inreases with theinreased power input into the system. When the sizeinreases, the void an hange the regime from nearlyollisionless to ollision-dominated. In this paper, wepresent a theory for the dependene of the dust voidparameters on the power applied to a dusty plasma.The theory is developed for a one-dimensional model,with planar geometry that is symmetri with respetto the enter of the void, by numerial investigationof the stationary fore balane equations for the voidstruture.The outline of the paper is as follows. In Se. 2,we introdue the model and the main equations writ-ten in a dimensionless form; in Se. 3, we present thedimensionless equations in the dust and void regions,relations at the void boundary, and an equation for thepower input; Setion 4 ontains the numerial resultsshowing the dependene of the void size on the inputpower, and Se. 5 ontains the main onlusions.2. THE MODELWe onsider the one-dimensional model as skethedin Fig. 1. The overall approah assumes a planar ge-ometry that is symmetri with respet to the enter ofthe void loated at x = 0. The ion drift veloity is zeroat the enter. When a void appears, its enter is atx = 0. The void's edge orresponds to xv . The dustregion orresponds to x > xv where the dust numberdensity nd is �nite (and positive).To desribe a ollision-dominated struture with thesize muh larger than the ion-neutral mean free path,we use the dimensionless variables given by [9; 11℄
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Fig. 1. Sketh of the one-dimensional simulation re-gion. A dust loud �lls all spae exept for a voidregion of the full width 2xv with the enter at x = 0.The edge of the void is xvn! nin00 ; ne ! nen00 ; P = ndZdn00 ;u! uip2vTi ; v2Ti = Timi ;E ! eE�inTi ; x! x��in ;z = Zde2aTe ; �d = Tde2T 2e a ; (1)
where ni, ne, and nd are the dimensional ion, eletron,and dust number densities, respetively, Zd is the dustharge in the units of the eletron harge (the dust isassumed to be harged negatively), ui is the ion drift ve-loity, vTi = (Ti=mi)1=2 is the ion thermal veloity, Teand Ti are the eletron and ion temperatures, Td is thedust kineti temperature in energy units (all temper-atures are assumed to be homogeneous and onstant),� = Ti=Te is the ion-to-eletron temperature ratio, as-sumed to be small, �d is the dimensionless dust tem-perature (also assumed to be small), E is the eletri�eld, �in is ion-neutral mean free path, a is the dustsize, and z is the dimensionless dust harge. Finally,n00 is the ion ritial density used for normalization ofthe plasma eletron and ion densities,n00 = n0�2Dia ��in = �Ti4�e2�ina; (2)where �Di = � Ti4�nie2�1=2is the ion Debye length.The total set of the balane equations is given by:1. The eletron momentum equation for the ele-tron pressure fore balaned by the eletri �eld fore,dnedx = �neE: (3)379



V. N. Tsytovih, S. V. Vladimirov, G. E. Mor�ll ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 2, 2006This equation leads to Boltzmann distribution ofplasma eletrons.2. The ion momentum equation for the ion pressurefore balaned by the eletri �eld fore, the fritionon the dust fore and the frition on the neutral-atomfore, � dndx = n(E � �druzP � u(2 + �njuj)); (4)where �dr = �dr(u; �=z) is the dust-ion drag oe�ient,whih is alulated with both the apture fore and theCoulomb sattering fore [9℄ of plasma ions by dust par-tiles taken into aount. Here, we neglet the udu=dxterm beause it is small for the onsidered subsoni iondrift veloities (we note that in our dimensionless units,this term ontains an additional fator �); our numeri-al alulations on�rm this assumption. In the limits� � 1 and 1� (�=z)� (a=�Di), �dr depends only onthe ion drift veloity and is given by�dr(juj) = �erf(juj)2juj3 � exp(�u2)p�u2 � ln �; (5)where ln � is a generalization of the Coulomb logarithmwith the olletive plasma e�ets, the �nite dust size,and the ion sattering on large angles by dust partilestaken into aount. Next, �n in (4) is a numerial o-e�ient desribing the nonlinearity of the frition foreon the neutral atoms, whih is typially of the order 1,and we therefore set �n = 1 in further numerial om-putations here. This value of �n is based on the exper-imental dependene of the ion mobility on the eletri�eld in a low-temperature plasma [12℄, whih demon-strates that with the inrease of the eletri �eld E, themobility starts to depend on E and u / pE for large�eld, i.e., the ion frition fore on the neutral atoms isproportional to u2.3. The dust momentum equation (balaning thedust pressure fore by the eletri �eld fore and theion drag fore)�d ddx �Pz � = �P (E � n�druz): (6)If we neglet the dust pressure fore, we obtain the sim-ple relation between the eletri �eld fore and the iondrag fore ating on dust partiles:E = �dr(juj)nuz: (7)4. The ion ontinuity equation determining the ion�ow veloity and ontaining the ionization soure andthe dissipation sink on the dust omponent (written asan equation for the ion �ux)

d�dx = nexi � �hPn; (8)where � is the total dimensionless ion �ux (see Eq. (10)below), xi is the dimensionless ionization length (see[8, 9℄), and �h is the apture oe�ient, also appear-ing in the dust harging equation (11), whih in thelimit � � 1 depends only on the ion �ow veloity:�h(juj) = erf(juj)4juj : (9)5. The ion �ux relation inluding the onvetive�ux and the di�usion �ux� = nu� ��D dndx ; (10)where �D is the di�usion oe�ient of ions on neutralpartiles; it is given by�D = 1=3p2 = 0:236if estimated as �invTi=3 for Ti � Tn(Tn is the neutral gas temperature in energy units).We note that the di�usive �ux leads to the seond-or-der derivative of the ion density in the ion ontinuityequation (8). The di�usion is negligible when � � 0;in that ase, � = nu, and the pressure term in the ionmomentum equation also disappears.6. The dust harging equation obtained from thebalane of harging plasma urrents on the dust grains1z dzdx = � 1z + 1 �E + 1n dndx + 1�h d�hdu dudx� : (11)In the limit � � 1, the harging oe�ient �h (as wellas the drag oe�ient �dr) is a funtion of the ion driftveloity only.7. The Poisson equation. It is used only in the voidregion. In the dust region, it gives an algebrai equa-tion determining P as a funtion of n, ne, u, and z (seeEq. (14) below). We havedEdx = 1d2 (n� ne); (12)where d2 = a�in (13)is the (square root of the) ratio of the dust partile sizeto the ion-neutral mean free path.380



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 2, 2006 Size of dust voids as a funtion of the power input : : :A similar system of equations was used previouslyin Ref. [11℄ (by keeping the ion di�usion term) and inRefs. [8; 9℄ by negleting the ion di�usion on neutrals,�D ! 0, as well as the dust pressure �d ! 0 whenEq. (6) desribes sharp boundaries (P = 0 at one sideof the boundary and E = nuz�dr at the other sideof the boundary), and/or the ion frition on neutrals.We note that the present system of the balane equa-tions was �rst written in the full form in Ref. [11℄ andan important point here is the expliit expression for�d ontaining no parameter that an hange in the ap-
pearing strutures.3. EQUATIONS IN THE DUST AND VOIDREGIONS, AT THE VOID BOUNDARY,AND FOR THE POWER INPUT3.1. Equations in the dust regionIn the dust region, the Poisson equation gives thevalue of P as a funtion of other parameters in the dustregion,P (u; n; ne; z) = n� ne + d2�dr(juj)u2nz ��dr(juj)nzz + 1 + R(u; z)� (nz � 2� juj)�1 +R(u; z)d2�dr(juj)nz�u2� �dr(juj)z � �h(juj)� ; (14)where the parameter R(u; z) is related to the depen-dene of the dust drag oe�ient �dr and the hargingoe�ient �h on the ion �ow veloity u,R(u; z) = 1 + u 1�dr(juj) d�dr(juj)du �� 1(1 + z) u�h(juj) d(�h(juj))du : (15)These relations omplement the balane equationsgiven in the previous setion. We note that as d ! 0,it follows from expression (14) thatP = n� ne; (16)whih is nothing else but the loal quasi-neutrality on-dition. In the other limit as � ! 0 for �nite d, weobtain P = n� 2 + jujz�dr(juj) : (17)We use these (or similar) relations below.Furthermore, we obtain the ion ontinuity equationdudx = R1(u; n; ne; z)R(u; z) ; (18)the ion momentum (fore balane) equationdndx = un� (�dr(juj)z(n�P (u; n; ne; z))�2�juj) ; (19)the eletron momentum (fore balane) equationdnedx = �unnez�dr(juj); (20)

and the dust harging equationdzdx = R2(u; n; ne; z): (21)In Eqs. (18) and (21), we haveR1(u; n; ne; z) = �dr(juj)znu21 + z �� zu2�(1+z) (�dr(juj)z(n�P (u; n; ne; z))�2�juj)++ n� ne � P (u; n; ne; z)d2�dr(juj)zn (22)andR2(u; n; ne; z) = � zz + 1 � 1�h(juj) d�h(juj)du ++R1(u; n; ne; z)R(u; z) u� �dr(juj)z(n� P (u; n; ne; z))++ �dr(juj)znu� : (23)3.2. Equations in the void regionIn the void region, we use the balane equations inwhih the ion di�usion and the dust pressure e�ets arenegleted, while the ion pressure e�ets are inluded.The equations used in the void region are the ion on-tinuity equationdudx = �u� (E � u(2 + juj)) + nenxi ; (24)381



V. N. Tsytovih, S. V. Vladimirov, G. E. Mor�ll ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 2, 2006the ion momentum (fore balane) equationdndx = n� (E � u(2 + juj)) ; (25)the eletron momentum (fore balane) equationdnedx = �neE; (26)and the Poisson equationdEdx = 1d2 (n� ne) : (27)3.3. Equations for the virtual void boundaryFirst, we here use the new onepts of the virtualdust harge and the virtual void boundary that shouldbe used [11℄ in the absene of dust. The virtual dustharge indiates that if a dust partile is plaed in someregion in a plasma, it is harged orresponding to thevirtual harge at that point. We note that fores atingon the dust grain move it if the hosen position doesnot satisfy the equilibrium fore balane ondition (asin the experiments in [7℄). This onept is lose to theonept of �eld strength in eletrodynamis: the foreats on a harge only when the harge is atually plaedat the point where the �eld exists.In the absene of dust grains, the void boundariesan be obtained as virtual boundaries. The virtualdust voids bounded by the virtual surfae an be stableas well as unstable. Experimental observations of realdust voids and a few partiles staying on the virtualvoid surfae for long time orrespond to a stable vir-tual void, i.e., a stable virtual void boundary. The dustharge at the virtual void surfae is virtual. This meansthat if we introdue a grain at this surfae, it aquiresthe harge equal to the virtual dust harge. Althoughthe model in [8; 9℄, whih deals with the boundary on-ditions at the void surfae and assumes the jump of thedust density at the void boundary, an in priniple pre-dit the virtual void size, the virtual dust harge anbe obtained only at the void surfae in this approah.Here, we use the onept of the virtual dust harge toalulate the void boundaries and the atual dust den-sity distributions.The boundary onditions for the void boundary aregiven by the ontinuity equation of the eletri �eldE(xv) = n(xv)zvu(xv)�dr(ju(xv)j) (28)and the harging equationexp(�zv) = 2p��mi=me�h(ju(xv)j)zv n(xv)ne(xv) : (29)

They give the position xv of the void boundary and thedust harge zv at the void boundary. We an thereforeobtain the ion density nv = n(xv), the eletron densityne;v = ne(xv), the ion drift veloity uv = u(xv), andthe parameter Pv = P (uv ; nv; ne;v; zv) at the boundary.3.4. Equation for the power inputThe value for the power input provided by theionization soure an be obtained from ion ontinuityequation (24) by integrating it over the void size. Weobtain Qi = 2 xvZ0 ne(x)xi dx: (30)The fator 2 is written here beause the alulationsare performed from the enter of the void for the half-spae x � 0 and therefore for a half of the void (seeFig. 1). All values are found as a funtion of the ion-ization distane, whih is modeled asxi = 2(1�m=6); 0 � m � 5: (31)Thus we obtain the dependenes on the parameter m,whih are subsequently onverted to the funtions ofQi, and the interpolated urves are given.4. NUMERICAL RESULTSThe above equations (where the ion di�usion andthe dust pressure e�ets are negleted while the ionpressure e�ets are inluded) were �rst solved for theset of the parameters � = 0:05, xi = 2, d = 0:2, andn0 = 2. These values are lose to typial parame-ters of omplex plasma experiments suh as in Ref. [9℄.The assumptions adopted are su�ient for the problemonsidered beause we an easily obtain both the voidstruture and the dust struture, without any problemsourring with the point u = 0 in this approximation.We assume that x = 0 is in the enter of the void andstart numerial alulations from this point in the voidregion for x > 0 to �nd the boundary xv of the void.We thus obtain the main parameters of the voidboundary: xv = 0:19004, zv = 2:82089, nv = 2:32804,ne;v = 1:91211, Ev = 0:45031, and uv = 0:07948.Then we an �nd the jump Pv of the parameter P atthe void's edge, i.e., the value of P at the dust sideof the boundary. From Eqs. (14) and (15), we obtainPv = 0:3686. This is positive and therefore the ondi-tion Pv > 0 is satis�ed, i.e., a sharp dust void boundaryexists. All the parameters found at the boundary an382
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the main dimensionless pa-rameters in the void and the dust regions in thease where the ion di�usion is negleted. The as-sumed values of the normalized plasma parameters are� = Ti=Te = 0:05, xi = 2, d = (a=�in)1=2 = 0:2,n0 = 2, and n0e = 0:98. At the dust boundary, theparameter P as well as its derivatives are disontinu-ous. At the end of the struture, where P = 0, thederivative of P is also disontinuousnow be used to solve the equations in the dust regionup to the point P = 0, together with the boundaryonditions at the void's edge.The solution is presented in Fig. 2. We an see thatat the dust�void boundary, the parameter P is dison-tinuous (together with its derivatives). At the end ofthe struture, where P = 0, the derivative of P is alsodisontinuous. It is important that the sign of the ionveloity u hanges inside the dust region. It an be seenthat the solution in the dust region has no singularityat u = 0, whih is related to the fat that the eletri�eld, being proportional to u (due to the dust balaneequation), vanishes for u = 0. Also, no point where theequality R = 0 is possible, is reahed inside the dustregion.We note that for another set of the initial parame-ters, R an be equal to zero inside the dust region. Theexpression R appears in denominators (e.g., see (18))when solving the system of equations for du=dx anddn=dx. The possibility of a singularity (i.e., R = 0)means that the one-dimensional approah adopted inthe present study might not be su�ient to desribe thedust dynamis. We note that in the two-dimensionalase where the same system of equations with nonzero

dust veloity desribing formation of dust vorties hasthe additional term vddz=dr, no suh singularities ap-pear for dust rotation. Thus, R = 0 in the one-dimen-sional ase orresponds to the possibility of generationof dust vorties in the two-dimensional onsideration.The absene of suh a singularity for the results shownin Fig. 2 suggests that for the set of parameters used,the dust vorties annot be exited in the dust region.In the ase where the seond surfae is not a freesurfae (as was assumed for the point P = 0 shownin Fig. 2), and, for example, the wall with the �oatingpotential appears, the dust region does not ontinue toP = 0 and another jump of P an our before thatpoint, leading to a near-wall dust void. Within thenear-wall void, the ion �ow veloity is direted to thedust region in the viinity of it, then it hanges its signone more at some point, and is direted towards thewall near the wall. We note that only in this ase theboundary onditions for the �oating potential at thewall an be satis�ed. Here, we do not explore the pos-sibility of the near-wall dust void and onsider only thefree seond surfae with P = 0.Next, we allow for hanges in the ionization rateaording to (31) to study the dependene of the dustvoid size on input power (30). All values of the plasmaand dust parameters are found as funtions of m. Thenthese funtions are onverted to funtions of the appliedpower Qi, and the orresponding interpolated urvesare given.Figure 3 shows the dependene on the applied powerof the size of the void xv , as well as the jump Pv of theparameter P and plasma parameters suh as the dimen-sionless ion density, dust harge, and the ion �ow velo-ity at the void's edge (presented as nv�2, zv�2:5, anduv urves, respetively). Here, � = 0:05 and d = 0:2;the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. We notethe general inrease of the dust void size xv for largerpower input, whih is in agreement with experimentalresults. The inrease of the void is aompanied bythe inrease of the jump Pv of the parameter P at thevoid boundary, whih orresponds to larger dust den-sities. We note that the dust harge at the boundaryis dereased, whih is due to a larger input of ions intothe dust harging ompared with the input of plasmaeletrons. Indeed, we an see that the ion density andveloity inrease at the void boundary with the inreaseof the power input into the system.In Fig. 4, the dependene of the dust void size xv ,of the jump Pv , and of the plasma parameters (pre-sented as nv� 2 and zv� 2:5 urves) at the void's edgeon the applied power is presented for other values ofplasma parameters, i.e., for � = 0:1 and d = 0:1. We383
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